Maintaining the focus on oil spill preparedness and response
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Oil Spill Preparedness and Response

- Dedicated focus on a priority area
- Complements existing regulatory processes
- Continuous improvement mind-set
Continuous improvement focus areas

1. Technical justification that response capacity matches risk (needs)
2. Risk assessment provides practical info for response planning
3. Realistic risk treatment that considers response limitations
4. Exercise / testing examines effectiveness of OSR arrangements
5. Practical and operational OPEPS that meet regulatory compliance
• Continuous improvement focus area assessment and inspection scopes
• Inspection of equipment stockpiles
• Inspection of industry Exercises
• Updates to oil pollution risks guidance
• Reference to published industry good practice guidance
• OSPR workshop sessions
• SPILLCON/ IOPER/ OSRF/ NW Cape
What to expect from us

• Continued focus on response ‘needs’
• Availability for engagement on focus areas
• Updates/feedback and workshop

What do we hope from you

• Pro-active focus on continual improvement areas
• Participation in cooperative forums
• Feedback on guidance updates
Thanks for listening
Any questions?